Mentorship Programme
Information for Potential Mentors
Lawyers Against Poverty (LAP) supports a growing student network in the UK and Africa
and expanding globally. Students in the Junior Lawyers Against Poverty (JLAP) network
are affiliated through student societies and engage in a range of activities including
hosting events, fundraising, legal book collections, blog writing and Twinning exchanges.
Many JLAP members have little contact with or access to members of the legal profession.
LAP’s Mentorship Programme was set up to support these students by connecting them
with a mentor within the LAP network for a 30-minute conversation to talk about careers,
find out about different legal routes and/or help prepare for applications and interviews.
The Programme is designed to be light touch to fit easily around Mentors’ other
obligations and offer a growing pool of students a fair start in the legal world.
Here’s how to get involved:
1. SIGN UP AS AN LAP MEMBER
We do not require specific qualifications and welcome all members of the legal
community committed to tackling social injustice. LAP members enjoy
opportunities to connect and collaborate with lawyers around the world through
events, volunteering and skills sharing opportunities. Once you are a member, you
will have access to our thematic working groups, project opportunities and a
wealth of resources to support you to take action on social injustice. Find our more
and sign up on the membership page on the website.
2. FILL OUT OUR MENTORSHIP QUESTIONNAIRE
To help match you with a JLAP member, we ask you for basic information about
your professional background and availability. We understand that mentors’
availability may fluctuate and we will always be in touch before connecting you to
a mentee to check if you have the time.
3. WAIT FOR AN INTRODUCTION TO YOUR MENTEE
When we have matched you with a student in the JLAP network, we will introduce
you by email, usually with a copy of their CV. We have templates and careers

documents to help the student structure their time and will ask that they share
these with you ahead of your session if they have chosen to use them.
4. ORGANISE A TIME TO SPEAK
We leave it up to you to find a time that suits you best to speak. We only ask that
you give half an hour of your time, but it is completely up to you if you wish to
organise any further meetings or activities with your mentee(s). As students in the
JLAP network share an interest in social justice, we encourage mentors to think
broadly about their experiences, both professional and non-professional that may
offer useful insights to aspiring lawyers.
5. LET US KNOW HOW IT WENT
We don’t ask for formal feedback after each session, but always welcome your
thoughts and comments to help us improve the programme and communicate
its value to prospective mentors and funders.
Mentorship Programme FAQs:
1. Do you have to have specific legal expertise?
No, you do not have to have specific experience or expertise to become a mentor. We
expect mentors to have completed their qualification(s)/training period in order to offer
insights about career paths. We otherwise welcome mentors from private practice, selfemployed, public and non-profit sector and endeavour to match each mentor with
students who have an interest in their field.
2. What level of commitment do you require?
We leave this up to you. When you complete the mentorship questionnaire, we ask how
regularly you think you can commit to offering a mentorship session. This could be oneoff, on a regular basis or fluctuate depending on your other commitments. We will
always check your availability before introducing you to a mentee.
3. Where will my mentee be based?
We have JLAP groups across the UK and Africa and help a growing number of
universities to set up groups each year. Your mentee could be based in any of our active
university groups. We will always check with mentees based in a different country to
their prospective mentor if they feel it would be a valuable experience.
4. How should I manage the session?
We keep this open and leave it up to each individual mentee. We provide them with
careers resources and templates they may wish to share with you ahead of the session
to help structure their time. They may have specific questions, be preparing for an
assessment or job interview, or simply wish to hear more about your area of work.
If you have any questions, get in touch at: juniorlap@lawyersagainstpoverty.org
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